
We understand the emerging business-critical and compliance requirements of our
customers.  eSureITy is an international information technology assessment and
consulting services provider that delivers world-class solutions including: auditing,
assessment and attainment of enterprise security and regulatory compliance.

Security is a process, not a product.” Compliance does not necessarily imply security.
Our Philosophy is: Compliance is a “by-product” of sound security practices that are
properly implemented and tested regularly.  At eSureITy, we strive to attain
compliance though sound security implementations

eSureITy Overview

Over 80+ years of combined Information Security Experience

Highly trained assessors & implementers 

eSureITy's Services Include

Penetration Testing

Cloud Security 
Assessments

Virtual ISO               

Our Philosophy

Why Choose eSureITy

Easy to understand reporting formats

A collaborative approach
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PCI DSS Services

SOC1,2 & 3 Audits
SCADA & ICS Risk 

Assessments

Web App & Mobile Testing

Security as a Service (SaaS)
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We provide a team of security professionals to collectively acts as your “Virtual ISO” to create your
Cybersecurity/Information Security Program and Incident Response Plan. We work with your
Security Management Team to ensure Policies, Procedures and Platforms are reviewed to create
a best-practice program for managing cyber risk and compliance initiatives.

Penetration testing is a business-critical function that provides valuable insight into your security to
indemnify weakness and make recommendations before a breach.  eSureITy provides both an
Executive Summary and Technical Remediation Report to address both
audiences.  Additionally, as you perform remediation, we are there to answer any questions you
might have post assessment.

Our cybersecurity team performs Penetration Testing, Gap Analysis and Readiness Assessments.
Our experts also provide comprehensive security solutions recommendations to reduce your PCI
footprint to make compliance less expense. 

The protection of data stored in the cloud, is just as important if not more that the data in your Data
Center. However, the way security is assessed in the Cloud is a completely different animal so
different tools and methodologies are required. Our approach is a unique blend of technical ethical
hacking, control environment assessments and architecture reviews to give you the best view of
your applications and supporting Infrastructure.
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Penetration Testing

PCI DSS Services

Security as a Service (SaaS)
We understand the value of identifying security risks initially with a one-time Vulnerability
Assessment and Penetration Test and that is a great start. However, most experts agree that
testing your Network and Cloud environments regularly and implementing active Threat Hunting is
the new normal in today’s threat landscape, and our SaaS does exactly that!

SOC compliance can give you the credibility you need to enter new markets and gain new clients
leading to growth and success! SOC 1,2 & 3 Audits also demonstrate to existing clients your
controls meet recognized standards and doing business with you is not a risk. We follow AICPA
standards to give you the audit and report that leads to success.

SOC 1,2 & 3 Audits

Cloud Security Assessments

SCADA & ICS Assessments
eSureITy will help you stay ahead of sophisticated cyber criminals by providing solutions and
services that will help keep your SCADA/ICS systems and IT Networks secure. our proactive and
comprehensive strategy can eliminate many threats.

Virtual ISO

Many apps are created by developers all over the world but used and managed by people who are
not developers leading to a high risk that vulnerabilities are not being address.  Many Apps also
contain PII, NOI and confidential financial information so security is paramount. eSureITy performs
a series of application security tests against hosted apps to ensure a secure environment.

Web App & Mobile Testing
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